Hong Kong & Macau Travel Adventures

Fly into Hong Kong and spend a few days discovering its diverse attractions – from shopping
in bustling Kowloon to hiking along one of the islands well-marked lush trails. Eat dim sum
downtown and head up Victoria Peak for an after-dinner drink to remember. Take a boat or a
train to Guangzhou and sample yet more Cantonese delights, along with some fine colonial
architecture, maybe stopping off in modern Shenzhen for a peek at the new China. From
Guangzhou, take a bus, train or flight to Guilin and spend a day visiting its mountainous and
man-made attractions. The following morning take a boat along the Li River to Yangshuo,
where you can spend the next few days hiking and cycling through the famed idyllic limestone
scenery. Head back to Guilin for the return flight to Hong Kong. Take the ferry over to Macau
and enjoy a day or two soaking up the splendid architecture, fine cuisine, small fishing
villages, temples and beaches. Whether flying into the vast, ultra-modern Chek Lap Kok
Airport and being whisked into the city center on the hi-tech, ultra-fast Airport Express, or
arriving by boat at the China Ferry Terminal, Hong Kong, with its population of seven million,
never fails to impress. You instantly know youre somewhere special, particularly the first time
you lay eyes on the spectacle of the skyscraper-filled island from the Kowloon side. After
weeks or months on the road in China, Hong Kong is the perfect spot for some dining,
shopping and splurging. But if its the great outdoors youre after, there are plenty of hikes and
beaches in the territory as well. Hong Kong is a place where even the mildest exploration can
offer stark contrast and both traditional Chinese and colonial history lurk beneath the citys
slick modern exterior. Whether swimming in the sea or hiking an island trail to a small shrine
through lush tropical undergrowth on one of the outlying islands, its difficult to imagine that
the gleaming skyscrapers are only a short boat ride away. Forty miles across the water, Macau
also served its time as a colony and its Portuguese history has engendered a laid-back
ambiance unique in China, which remains to this day despite a recent building boom. Walking
through the architectural monuments of Macaus stunning historic center youd easily believe
you were in Lisbon, were it not for the occasional Taoist temple. Conversely, a trip out to the
islands will take you on a journey into Macaus casino-laden future at Cotai and then back to its
past amidst the small fishing villages and beaches of yesteryear on Coloane. This a highly
detailed guide to everything you need to know about Hong Kong, Macau and their
surroundings - the places to stay, the restaurants, and what to see and do - along with an
extensive introductory section on China as a whole. The author lives in China and has been a
tour guide there full-time for close to 10 years. This guide is an excerpt from his much larger
guide to all of China, also published by Hunter, which is 650 pages in the print edition.
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Hong Kong, Bali · Hong Kong Getaway colonial cities of Macau, Hong Kong, and Singapore
delight you with our modern history tour. Starting in Hong Kong, the silhouette of this
ultra-modern city is fantastic with Hong Kong & Macau Travel Adventures D&R Kultur, Sanat ve Hong Kong, Macau and Guangdong: three pearls in one exquisite setting.
Each is distinct yet they are bound together by a cultural veneration of harmony. Hong Kong
Travel Adventures Dons ESL Adventure! - Dons ESL Jun 23, 2010 Read a free sample or
buy Hong Kong & Macau Travel Adventures by Simon Foster. You can read this book with
iBooks on your iPhone, iPad, (eBook) HONG KONG & MACAU TRAVEL
ADVENTURES - - - e-Book Hong Kong and Macau Adventure Travel Guide: Ideas and
Inspiration Hong Kong is famous as an international business center and former British
colony with 7 Nights / 8 Days Extravagant Hong Kong with Macau & Shenzhen We offer
customized Hong Kong Tour & Adventure Packages. Day 3Day at Leisure - Choose between
Full day Macau tour or Shenzhen tour (Optional tour) Hong Kong Macau Island Adventure
- Classic Highlights Buffalo Experience the exotic cuisine and rich history of these two
island metropolises on this compact four-day tour of Hong Kong and Macau. Book today!
ebook Hong Kong & Macau Travel Adventures Simon Foster - hoopla As a top tour
operator in Asia, our Hong Kong tours packages are crafted to match any travel style. Click on
any Hong Kong Macau Island Adventure 4 Days / 3 Hong Kong and Macau 5-day Trip DIY Travel Guide Spring Break: Hong Kong and Macau - Adventures Around Asia Jun
23, 2010 Read a free sample or buy Hong Kong & Macau Travel Adventures by Simon
Foster. You can read this book with iBooks on your iPhone, iPad, Modern History: Macau,
Hong Kong & Singapore Hong Kong We offer customized Macau Hong Kong Tour &
Adventure Packages. Plan a travel to Macau Hong Kong and its various tourist attractions with
Macau Hong DIY Trip Itinerary: 5 Days in Hong Kong (with Day Trip to Macau) – I
Mainland destinations served by flights from Hong Kong Beijing (frequent, 3 hrs 40 to Macau
that leave from the Macau Ferry Terminal on Hong Kong Island. Hong Kong & Macau
Travel Adventures by Simon - iTunes - Apple Buy Hong Kong & Macau Travel
Adventures: Read Kindle Store Reviews - . Hong Kong Tours - Tailor-made travel to Hong
Kong - Buffalo Tours See more about Hongkong, China destinations and Macau. A Day Trip
to Macau from Hong Kong: Exploring the Historic Streets. Everything you need to know
Macau Hong Kong Adventure Packages Book Adventure Packages TRAVEL
ADVENTURES IN Hong Kong. all in one place! As part of my China Blog, you can also
check out my travels across China, Macau, and Taiwan. 1000+ ideas about Macau Hong
Kong on Pinterest Hongkong Just an hour from Hong Kong by high-speed ferry lies the
former Portuguese After your comprehensive tour of Macau, return to Hong Kong via the
jetfoil or The Perfect ItInerary For A 8D Trip to Hong Kong and Macau Fly into Hong
Kong and spend a few days discovering its diverse attractions – from shopping in bustling
Kowloon to hiking along one of the islands well-marked 25+ best Macau Hong Kong
trending ideas on Pinterest Hongkong After your comprehensive tour of Macau, return to
Hong Kong via the jetfoil or catamaran, followed by drop-off at your Hong Kong on View
Additional Join a Hong Kong city tour and uncover a more intimate side to one of the most
thriving metropolises in Asia. Meander through markets, browse antique shops, Hong Kong Lonely Planet Jan 3, 2016 Poonam took a 8 day trip to Hong Kong and Macau with her
Filled with ups & down, it turned out to be an ideal romantic adventure. Hong Kong &
Macau Travel Adventures by Simon - iTunes - Apple Vacation packages to Hong Kong
with added extension to Macau. sweep you off your feet with an incredible nine days
adventure through each citys most fascinating highlights. Enjoy an Essence of Beijing, Hong
Kong & Macau Tour today! Hong Kong & Macau Travel Adventures - Simon Foster Google See more about Hongkong, Macau and Hong kong disneyland. Hong Kong Travel
Cheat Sheet Sign up at for high .. 39. 2. hong kong * 1500 free paper dolls and toys Chinese
paper dolls at The China Adventures. Adventures with Purpose -- Hong Kong, Macau Page 2
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Smart Fly into Hong Kong and spend a few days discovering its diverse attractions -from
shopping in bustling Kowloon to hiking along one of the islands well-marked Hong Kong
plus Macau Hong Kong Tourism Board Compartilhe no Facebook (ebook) hong kong &
macau travel adventures Compartilhe no Twitter(ebook) hong kong & macau travel adventures
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